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Abstrat: Real solving of univariate polynomials is a fundamental problem with several
important appliations. This paper fouses on the eient and generi blak-box implemen-
tations of state-of-the-art algorithms for isolating all real roots of polynomials with integer
oeients, motivated by geometri appliations and the reent need to develop software
that handles exatly omplex geometri objets, partiularly in the ase of the CGAL library.
We summarize a large set of experimental results from ross-benhmarking three univariate
algebrai kernels developed at the GALAAD group at INRIA, MPI-Saarbrüken, and the
VEGAS group at LORIA. We have tested 6 solvers from the INRIA kernel, whih are based
on Sturm sequenes, symboli-numeri methods, and Continued Frations (CF); two solvers
from the MPI kernel, namely Desartes and Bitstream Desartes; and one solver from
the LORIA kernel, relying on the Desartes-based RS solver developed at the SALSA group
of INRIA. We used a total of 5000 polynomials of 5 types and various degrees and bitsizes,
distributed in 150 datasets. The CF family of solvers, Desartes, Bitstream Desartes,
and RS are numerially and ombinatorially robust, i.e. they always provide the orret
results. With respet to speed, the results are not deisive in most ases; overall, two CF
methods seem faster, even though urrently they do not use symboli-numeri tehniques,
while for very large bitsizes Bitstream Desartes and RS seem more eient, provided
the degree is not very high. For polynomials of degree up to 4 and moderate bitsize, spe-
ial algorithms give better results. It is important to note that the implementations of
the theoretially exat methods are omplete, eient and they always provided orret re-
sults throughout this extensive benhmarking proess. Lastly, we omment on the dierent
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programming design approahes adopted by the dierent kernels, inluding the degree of
interoperability between dierent algorithmi omponents, as well as arithmeti data types.
Key-words: univariate polynomials, real solving, algebrai kernel, exat omputation,
robust implementation
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1 Introdution
Real solving of univariate polynomials is a fundamental algebrai question with several
important appliations. This paper fouses on the eient and generi implementations of
state-of-the-art algorithms for isolating all real roots of polynomials with integer oeients,
motivated by geometri appliations and the reent need to develop software that handles
exatly omplex geometri objets, partiularly in the ase of the CGAL
1
library. We sum-
marize the results of extensive ross-benhmarks for three univariate algebrai kernels (see
Setion 3, [9, 12, 14, 16℄) developed at the GALAAD group at INRIA, MPI-Saarbrüken,
and the VEGAS group at LORIA. All tables and graphs produed during the benhmarks
are available through
http://as.s.rug.nl/index.php?page=p_benhmarks.
Previous work inludes [13℄ whih desribes benhmarks between a Sturm-sequene based
solver developed within ACS
2
, and MPI's solvers Desartes and Bitstream Desartes.
The major onlusion for real root isolation was that for degrees ≥ 20 the latter are faster
or muh faster. For smaller degrees, all methods are omparable.
We tested 9 methods on 5000 polynomials distributed in 150 datasets (250000 solve alls,
over 50h total runtime). We used 5 dierent types of polynomials of degrees between 3 and
184 and bitsizes between 10 and 8000, see Setion 4. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the largest number of tests for univariate real solving up to date.
The CF family of solvers, Desartes, Bitstream Desartes, and RS are numerially
and ombinatorially robust, i.e. they always provide the orret results. With respet to
speed, the results are not deisive in most ases. Overall, two CF methods, namely CF and
NCF2 seem faster, while for very large bitsizes Bitstream Desartes and RS seem more
eient, provided the degree is not very high (see Setion 5, Figure 3). For polynomials of
degree up to 4 and moderate bitsize, speial algorithms give better results as expeted from
their theoretial ompexity, see Figure 4. It is important to note that the implementations
of the theoretially exat methods are omplete, eient and they never provided wrong
results throughout this extensive benhmarking proedure. We omment on the dierent
programming design approahes adopted by the dierent kernels, inluding the degree of
interoperability between dierent algorithmi omponents, as well as arithmeti data types,
see Setion 3.
Our results are useful for validating various algorithmi approahes to the fundamental
problem of real solving, as well as for evaluating dierent implementation strategies of al-
gebrai operations aimed at supporting robust and eient omputing in a wide range of
appliations.
In what followsOB means bit omplexity and the O˜B-notation means that we are ignoring
logarithmi fators. Moreover, d will be the degree of the polynomials and τ the maximum
oeient bitsize.
1
http://www.gal.org/
2
http://as.s.rug.nl/
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The rest of the paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we desribe the setup of the
benhmarks. Setion 3 desribes the methods we tested. Setion 4 desribes the datasets
we used. Setion 5 presents the results of the benhmarks. In Setion 6 we present the on-
lusions of the ross-benhmarking proess for the univariate solvers. Finally, Appendix A
ontains additional plots produed by the benhmarks and in Appendix B we provide tables
showing the best method for various ombinations of polynomial type, degree and bisize.
2 Benhmark setup
We used for the benhmarks a 32-bit Pentium III with 256MB RAM. All ompilations were
done using the optimization ags -O3 and -DNDEBUG. We used the internal release 271 of
CGAL (released 03-Apr-2008), as well as the software libraries GMP
3
(version 4.2)and NTL
4
(version 5.4.1). The ompiler used was g++ version 4.1.2, on a Debian eth Linux platform.
We measured the time needed by a method to isolate all the real roots of a polynomial,
using the lok() funtion of the time library (measurements are in mse). In ase a method
takes more than 30 seonds for some instane, we ignore the measurement. The average over
all polynomials in eah dataset is reported. For instanes that took less than 1 mse, we
reported the average time over a number of iterations to exeed 1 mse total time in order
to redue noise.
3 Real Root Isolation methods
An algebrai kernel, see [2℄, onsists of three major omponents.
1. Polynomials and basi operations. (gd, square free fatorization et.)
2. Isolation whih is the ore of the funtor Solve_1.
3. Representation of algebrai real roots, omparison of algebrai reals, approximation
renement.
Although the benhmarking was only onerned for univariate real root isolation, we
impliitly tested the implementation of square free fatorization and real algebrai numbers.
The real root isolation methods we tested are part of the Algebrai Kernels developed in
INRIA, MPI and LORIA. The INRIA Algebrai Kernel is available through mathemagix
5
.
The MPI and LORIA Algebrai Kernels are available through the CGAL's svn server.
The algebrai kernel by INRIA relies on SYNAPS
6
, whih in turn is now been integrated
in mathemagix. It is an open soure eort that provides fundamental algebrai operations
suh as algebrai number manipulation tools, dierent types of univariate and multivariate
3
http://gmplib.org/
4
http://www.shoup.net/ntl
5
http://www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/mathemagix/
6
http://www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/logiiels/synaps/
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polynomial root solvers, resultant and gd omputations, et. The main motivation behind
this projet, is the need to ombine symboli and numeri omputations, whih is ubiquitous
in many problems. We refer the reader to [15℄ for more details. A notable omment about the
polynomial solvers in this library is that they exploit speialized algorithms for polynomials
of degree up to 4, that have onstant arithmeti omplexity, i.e. O˜(1), and bit-omplexity
O˜B(τ), where τ is the oeient bitsize. The algorithms are based on pre-omputed Sturm
sequenes and they ompute rational points that isolate the real roots, as funtions in the
oeients of the polynomial. We refer the reader to [7, 17℄ for more details. In partiular,
the Sturm, Sleeve, Symbnum and CF solvers (see below), use the speialized algorithms for
real solving polynomials of degree ≤ 4. Hereafter, we refer to this algorithm as IDS (Isolation
and Disrimination Systems).
The algebrai kernel provided by the MPI has been designed suh that exploits generiity
for real root isolation methods and the way the algebrai real roots are represented, that
is, the kernel has two template arguments. This is the prinipal advantage of the MPI
kernel, sine it an potentially ombine the best root isolator with the best representation
of algebrai reals due to its generi design. In the ontext of this paper the most important
template argument is the rst, namely the root isolator. For more details as well as the exat
denition of the root isolator onept see [12℄. Up to date the MPI has provided two lasses
that are models of the root isolator onept, the Desartesand the Bitstream Desartes.
However, in prinipal the MPI kernel ould use any root isolation method presented here as
long as it provides the proper interfae. Moreover, it is not restrited to a ertain oeient
type sine this is impliitly dened by the given root isolator.
Desription of the methods
Sturm A subdivision method based on Sturm's theorem. In order to isolate the real
roots, the algorithm employs polynomial remainder sequenes as a real root ounting query.
The polynomial remainder sequene is evaluated at the endpoints of the interval at question,
to determine if a root is isolated in the given interval. The omplexity of the algorithm is
O˜B(d
6 + d4τ2). See [4, 9℄ and referenes therein. In general, it is expeted to be the slowest
method. We use it more as a referene, than atually omparing it in a ompetitive way.
Sleeve An approximate real root isolation method that is based on omputing an
"upper" and "lower" (i.e. a sleeve) approximation of the polynomial. A Desartes-like
subdivision algorithm is applied to the sleeve. The approximation is rened, if possible,
until the mahine preision is reahed. The isolating intervals, that the algorithm returns,
may ontain more than one real root. In some ases we an ertify the result using a sign
test with the rst derivative and interval arithmeti.
CF family There are three variants of the Continued Frations (CF) algorithms tested.
The algorithm omputes the ontinued frations expansion of the real roots of the polynomial
INRIA
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and then omputes an isolating interval with rational end-points for eah root, as desribed
in [18℄. The algorithm's omplexity is O˜B(d
6 + d4τ2).
NCF is based on the same algorithm, but the implementation employs the NTL library
for square free fatorization and fatorization over the integers. Integer arithmeti in NTL
is based on GMP, whih is used through a SYNAPS-NTL onversions interfae, see [11℄.
The dierene between NCF and NCF2 is that NCF2 employs square free fatorization, but
not fatorization over the integers. We have to note that the urrent implementation of
these methods uses only exat arithmeti and does not exploit approximation tehniques.
Symbnum It is an experimental symboli-numeri algorithm, whih is a ombination of
the Sleeve and the Continued Fration algorithm. Initially the Sleeve algorithm runs and
produes some intervals, that may ontain more than one real root. In the sequel, using
exat arithmeti, we ompute the ontinued frations expansion of the real root(s) that are
in the interval, the resulting interval is transformed to (0, 1) and the Sleeve algorithm is
applied again (possible after saling the oeients).
Desartes A real root isolation method based on Desartes's rule of sign. This algo-
rithm has been integrated in CGAL from the NumeriX library of EXACUS and was imple-
mented aording to [3℄. Given the new tree bound in [5℄ the omplexity of the algorithm is
O˜B(d
5τ2).
Bitstream Desartes The oeients of the polynomial are onverted to (potentially
innite) bitstreams. A variant of Desartes's method is used to nd isolating intervals for
the real roots. The worst ase omplexity is O˜B(d
5τ2). The advantage of this method is
that it is adaptive in the number of bits used, see also [5, 6℄. A major advantage of both
Desartes implementations is that they are generi with respet to the oeient type. In
partiular the Bitstream Desartes is intended to work over algebrai extensions, as it
is reported in [5, 6, 12℄, for example, it an isolate roots of f(x, y)|x = α, where α is an
algebrai number. This is the atual strength of the Bitstream Desartes.
RS-solver The real root isolation is based on the RS solver
7
from the SALSA group at
INRIA-Roquenourt, see [14, 16℄. The RS solver is based on interval Desartes algorithm,
approximating the transformation of [a, b] to [0, inf], when this is suient for sign determi-
nation. The order of the transformations is important for the memory onsumption of the
method.
4 Data desription
We used datasets of polynomials with dierent harateristis, in order to have a piture of
the advantages or disadvantages of the solvers in various ases. This work was done within
7
available at http://fgbrs.lip6.fr/salsa/Software/
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the ACS projet, thus an inreased interest in polynomials derived from geometri problems
is evident.
[rnd℄are datasets of random polynomials of degree between 3 and 100 and bitsize from
10 to 50. These polynomials are the easiest to solve among the ones tested.
[bts℄Random polynomials are important, sine they our naturally in many problems.
Using ode for generating polynomials for test les with CGAL, we reated the [bts℄ datasets
of degree between 3 and 100 and bitsize in from 2000 to 8000.
[mgn℄datasets ontain polynomials of the form xd − 2(kx − 1)2 and degree between 3
and 100 and bitsize from 10 to 50. These polynomials have two real roots very lose eah
other, and are the most "diult" polynomials for subdivision-based algorithms.
[int℄/[rat℄datasets ontain polynomials with integer/rational roots. While the hoie
of roots for the onstrution of the polynomials is random, there are ases with multiple
seletions of the same root. (e.g. small bitsize, high degree). The datasets onsist of
ombinations of degree from 3 to 100 and bitsize from 10 to 50.
[3darr℄inlude univariate polynomials in b format as desribed in [1℄. The polynomials
are motivated by 3D-arrangement problems. Eah dataset ontains 100 univariate polyno-
mials of bitsize 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 or 2000 bits and degree 12.
The polynomials have several real roots within the interval [−10, 10]. Eah polynomial is
the produt of six parabolas, where eah parabola has at least one root within the interval
[−10, 10]. Consequently, all polynomials have 12 real roots.
[vorell℄ontains 10 polynomials of degree 184 and bitsize of approximately 3500 bits.
These polynomials are obtained from resultants and desribe all tritangent irles to three
ellipses, see [8, 10℄. The ellipses are given randomly through a Graphial User Interfae. The
input bitsize of the ellipses is from 11 to 13 bits, while the bitsize of the resultant polynomial
ranges from 3100 to 3800 bits.
The [3darr℄ datasets are available through CGAL's svn server. The [rnd℄, [int℄,[rat℄
and [mgn℄ datasets are available at http://synaps.inria.fr/benh/upol_root.tgz.
5 Results and disussion
Isolation and Disrimination Systems Methods using Isolation and Disrimination
Systems have an advantage in ases of degree up to 4 and small to moderate bitsize, but are
outperformed by Desartes and Bitstream Desartes for bitsizes over a threshold ( 2000
bits). This is expeted, sine the Isolation and Disrimination Systems are bitsize sensitive.
The low theoretial omplexity of speial algorithms for polynomials of degree up to 4 is
onsistent with the benhmark results, see Figure 4.
Random polynomials
[rnd℄ Sleeve and Symbnum are lose to NCF2 and faster than all other methods on
polynomials of degree 100 and bitsize up to 50. The randomness of the oeients is in favor
of these approximation methods. NCF2 is the most eetive method. RS, Desartes and
INRIA
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Bitstream Desartes are outperformed by NCF2, CF and the two approximation methods.
Due to fatorization over the integers, NCF is aeted by the bitsize inrease.
Figure 1: [bts℄Random polynomials of degree 50 and big bitsize
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[bts℄ When the bitsize is over 4000, Desartes and Bitstream Desartes are per-
forming better than the rest of the methods provided that the degree is up to 10. While the
degree inreases, NCF2 and RS are faster. For bitsize 8000 bits and degree 50, Bitstream
Desartes is equivalent to CF, while for bitsize 2000 bits CF is faster than Bitstream
Desartes. See Figure 1.
In any ase, NCF2 and RS are faster than Bitstream Desartes for degrees higher than
10. The break-even point for RS and NCF2 for degree 50 is 6000 bits. For bitsizes bigger
than that, RS is faster than NCF2.
Bitstream Desartes is not aeted by bitsize inrease. For polynomials of degree 100
and bitsize from 2000 to 8000 bits, Bitstream Desartes shows no hange in performane.
While the degree of the polynomial inreases, Bitstream Desartes requires more bits due
to internal bounds that depend on the degree. The onstant overhead is big in the ase of
high degrees, thus up to 8000 bits Bitstream Desartes is not better than NCF2 or RS.
This result is onsistent with the results in [14℄.
Polynomials with integer or rational roots All methods aept a ag to determine
whether a polynomial is known to be square-free. The [int℄ and [rat℄ sets, ontain
both square-free and non square free polynomials, thus the methods were alled asking
for multipliities. This means that impliitly, we are timing square-free fatorization as
well. The degree inrease is aeting the square free fatorization and inuenes the time
measured. By the time of the benhmarks the MPI kernel did not employ modular arithmeti
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to ompute the GCD during square-free fatorization
8
, this aused a serious drawbak.
Hene, it was not possible to ompare Desartes and Bitstream Desartes with respet
to the other methods based on these results. The fat that these sets (espeially [int℄)
have many polynomials with multiple roots gives an advantage to the mathemagixmethods,
whih use the NTL library for fatorization. Therefore, NCF and NCF2 are equivalent and
learly the fastest methods. The LORIA kernel implements its own modular gd. This may
explain why RS is in all ases in between of the two groups, slower than NCF and NCF2, but
faster than the rest of the methods, see Figure 5.
Every method has similar behavior for [int℄ and the respetive [rat℄ ases.
Mignotte polynomials The [mgn℄ polynomials are the most diult to solve among
the polynomials tested. In some ases, espeially when the bitsize was big, approximation
methods (Sleeve and Symbnum), failed to isolate the roots orretly, providing only 3 roots
instead of 4. Even for moderate degrees, only methods based on Continued Frations are
apable of solving Mignotte polynomials. For example, the times are not even omparable
for [mgn℄ of degree 30, as shown in Figure 2.
RS is onsiderably slow in [mgn℄. The problem is due to the high memory onsumption
of the algorithm. In ases of degree higher than 30 the method would run out of memory.
Figure 2: [mgn℄Mingotte polynomials of degree 30
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Geometri problems The [3darr℄ polynomials have relatively big bitsize and we an
observe the break-even point of Bitstream Desartes. For small bitsizes the CF family
methods perform onsiderably better. Bitstream Desartes outperforms Desartes and
the CF-family for bitsizes bigger than 1200. This observation is onsistent with the results
8
Modular GCD is now being integrated in CGAL. The timings will be updated for the nal version of this
paper.
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presented in [12℄. RS is the most eetive method for bitsizes over 600 bits. The behavior of
the method is very good in this set, sine it is fast enough for polynomials of bitsize lower
than 600, and the fastest one for bitsizes over this threshold. The bitsize inrease has less
eet on Bitstream Desartes and RS than on CF, NCF2 and Desartes. See Figure 3. The
low degree (in this ase 12) is in favor of Bitstream Desartes for high bitsizes. Moreover,
NCF due to the fatorization over the integers is slower than CF and NCF2 in the datasets of
big bitsizes.
Figure 3: [3darr℄Polynomials of degree 12, derived from 3D arrangement problems
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The [vorell℄ dataset ontains polynomials having the highest degree of all the poly-
nomials tested. Moreover, the bitsize is onsiderably high (approx. 3500 bits). The fastest
methods in this ase are Sleeve and Symbnum. Sine the polynomials are random, the ap-
proximation sues for the root isolation. NCF2 is very lose to these methods. NCF and
Desartes are equivalent, while Bitstream Desartes is not ompetitive. The degree of
these polynomials slows down Bitstream Desartes, while NCF's fatorization is slow due
to the bitsize. RS is equivalent to CF, whih are better than NCF and Desartes, but worse
than NCF2 and the approximation methods.
6 Conlusions
From the general piture of the benhmarks, it is lear that there is no best method
overall. Depending on the harateristis of the problem the performane of any method
may hange. A remarkable observation is that the implementations of the theoretially
exat methods are omplete, eient and they never provided wrong results throughout
this extensive benhmarking proedure.
RR n° 6954
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In this paper we summarized the performane of the univariate solvers in several typial
problem ases. Tables showing the method with the best performane for [rnd℄/[bts℄,
[int℄ and [mgn℄ are presented in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 respetively.
Robustness In terms of robustness, the CF-family, Desartes, Bitstream Desartes
and RS never failed to provide the orret result (onsidering the number of roots returned).
In some ases though, CF, Desartes or Bitstream Desartes may need too muh time
to nish. Nevertheless, given the time, they would nish by isolating all real roots. The
implementations of these methods omply with their theoreti exatness.
The sets that produed the most problems in approximation methods are [mgn℄. The
usage of inexat types leads to false results, sine the roots are too lose to be isolated
orretly.
Performane The Sleeve method is very eetive in small problems, where an approxi-
mation is able to isolate the roots orretly. Even for [mgn℄, whih is the most diult ase
for approximation methods. When it omes to higher degrees and bitsizes, it is either muh
slower than the other methods or fails to isolate all the real roots orretly. Nevertheless,
for random polynomials of moderate bitsize approximation methods perform well.
In the ase of [3darr℄ and [bts℄ not even approximation methods failed to isolate the
roots. As long as the degree is low and the roots are well separated, the bitsize does not
ause approximation methods to fail in isolating all roots, or exat methods to exeed the
time limit.
The diulty of root isolation, as shown in [mgn℄, is due to the separation bound and
not to the oeient bitsize. It is lear that Continued Frations based methods always
provide the orret result muh faster than any other method in ases of small separation
bound.
Summary Overall one an say that for nearly all instanes the CF and the NCF2 solvers are
among the best methods, even though the urrent implementation uses only exat arithmeti
and does not exploit symboli-numeri tehniques that would speed up their performane
even more. The only exeptions are ases of polynomials having simultaneously low degree
and high bitsize, as shown in the tables in Appendix B. In these ases Bitstream Desartes
or RS show a better performane, where RS is slightly more eeted by the bitsize than the
Bitstream Desartes. Bitstream Desartes is able to handle oeient types other than
integers (rationals), e.g. oeients from algebrai extensions. Currently is the only method
reommended for non rational oeient types.
Future Work Given the advantages of the bitstream method for huge bit sizes as well as
the advantages of the methods based on Continued Frations for small separation bound, it
might be worth trying to exploit the bitstream idea in the ontext of CF methods. Moreover,
it should be possible to improve the performane of the symboli-numeri tehniques whih
an serve as a lter for all exat methods presented here.
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A Plots
Figure 4: [rnd℄Random polynomials of degree 3.We observe the IDS behaviour.
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Figure 5: [int℄Polynomials of degree 30 with integer roots.
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B Best performane tables
In the following tables we present the fastest solver for eah ombination of polynomial type,
degree and bitsize tested. The legend gives the orrespondane of the abbreviations used in
the tables and the names of the methods as desribed in Setion 3.
Table 1: Legend
SN Symbnum
CF CF
NCF NCF
NCF2 NCF2
CFF CF Family
IDS Isolation and Disrimination Systems
BD Bitstream Desartes
RS RS Solver
n/a Not deisive
Figure 6: Best methods for random polynomials
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Figure 7: Best methods for polynomials with integer roots
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Figure 8: Best methods for Mignotte polynomials
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